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EMAIL MARKETING: A CONSTANT DRIP 

The continual expansion and competitive advantage of any company, regardless of its size or industry, relies solely on two 

things: lead generation and customer retention. Generating new sales and repeat business from existing customers is the 

lifeline of all companies. Without new leads entering your sales pipeline and existing customers staying engaged with your 

brand, your company would simply not be able to grow. 

One of the best ways to generate new leads and nurture existing ones is by implementing a carefully planned and engaging 

email marketing strategy. Email is a tool that nearly everyone uses today, and it continues to grow and be more prevalent 

among Internet users worldwide. 

But email marketing is more than just sending a mass message to the people on your contact list. It is a type of drip 

marketing technique and is best described as a direct marketing strategy that involves scheduling several promotional and 

educational messages with specific “call-to-actions” via email. It isn’t just an “email blast” – email marketing is a campaign 

that spans over a period of time. 

A core aspect to the success of an email marketing strategy lies in the quality of your contact list. The best way to ensure 

that you collect quality information is to obtain it with permission directly from the contact. Much like how telemarketing 

wore out its welcome, so has unsolicited email marketing. This is why permission-based email marketing offers better 

response rates, increased trust in your company’s brand and better deliverability. 

Depending on whether you are a B2B or B2C company, you will want to collect different information from your contacts. 

For example, if your contacts are primarily business owners, you would likely want to have their full name, business title, 

company name, industry, business address, phone number and email address. If you are a B2C company, then you will 

likely have their full name, gender, age range, home address, phone number, some of their personal interests and email 

address. 

The more you know about your contacts, the more accurately you can segment your database in order to send targeted 

emails to them. 

Ask For It! Every communication or touch point with your prospects and customers should start and end with a request 

for an email address. If you are a brick and mortar business, include a ballot box at the cashier’s desk where customers 

can provide their email address to receive updates on your latest promotions or enter in a draw/contest. Better yet, have 

your cashiers ask the customer for their email address during the checkout process. You’d be amazed at how many people 

will give you their email address if they feel it is just part of the overall process. Email has become a very popular form of 

communication, so asking for someone’s email address may be perceived as less invasive than asking for their phone 

number. 

Remind Them to Subscribe. Remind your customers to subscribe to your newsletter every chance you get. Put a call to 

action button on your website, include a link at the bottom of your blog posts, mention it on your Facebook and Twitter 

pages, include it in your email signature and add it to the contact us page. It could take ten different ways for a customer 

to finally take action and subscribe to your newsletter, so be sure to include a link to subscribe everywhere you can. 
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Provide an Incentive. Your customers won’t subscribe to your newsletter just for the sake of subscribing. They receive 

way too many emails each day to just add another one to their inbox they may not read. Incentives such as receiving 

exclusive promotions not available to the general public, learning valuable tips and techniques that would help them in 

their everyday life or business, obtaining a free whitepaper and/or any other members-only perks associated with 

subscribing to your newsletter could help you get some email addresses you otherwise may not have captured. 

Run a Contest. A creative way to build your database could be running a contest that would require participants to 

complete a ballot or form to enter. This could be as simple as running a draw for a free product, service or giveaway 

package. If the offer is enticing enough, people will want to participate – especially if all they have to do is provide some 

basic information to enter. Promote your contest on your website, your blog, your social media profile pages, your brick 

and mortar store, at business networking events and whenever you are in front of prospects and customers. 

Forward to a Friend. Within each newsletter, you should have a “forward to a friend” link. The link should then drive 

readers to a landing page with a form requiring them to share their friend’s contact details. Be sure to set your form up in 

a way that allows them to share your newsletter with multiple friends, not just one (approximately 5-10 friends are 

recommended). You should also include a message box where your reader can include their own personal message to 

their friends. 

The same way a clean and complete database of contacts is the cornerstone to your overall email marketing success, 

appropriate segmentation of that database is pivotal to the success of each campaign you run. After you strategize your 

email marketing campaigns (keep in mind you can run multiple campaigns at the same time since the audience for each 

will be different), you must then determine your customer segments for each campaign. 

A customer segment is a group of contacts with similar interests in your products or services, which you have created 

based on a criteria used to create the list. List segmentation is an easy and effective way to ensure that each message is 

targeted at the most receptive audiences. If you want to engage your recipients, then be sure to formulate your messages 

so they speak to each segment. 

If you aren’t sure where to begin segmenting your database, think of the types of campaigns you are running. This will 

help you determine your customer segments. If your campaign is to launch a new product or service, then ask yourself 

the following questions: 

 Would this product or service be more appropriate for men, women or both? 

 What is the age group of the people who would be interested in this product or service? 

 Would location impact whether they would be interested in this product or service? 

Let’s say for example that your company is a hair salon chain and you are launching nail care services at one of your 

locations. This service would draw the attention of women likely within all age groups, but particularly between 18-45 

years old. Also you will want to communicate to the women located around the salon location in which you are launching 

this new service. There’s your customer segment. 
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Demographics. These could include gender, age, ethnicity, education levels, occupation, location of residence, marital 

status, number of children, income or other socio-economic factors. 

Interest-based Preferences. If you have conducted any sort of research on your database through surveys, then you know 

certain subscribers have different interests that could help you identify what type of offers / information related to your 

product or service would be more likely to engage them. 

Prospects That Have Become Clients. When a subscriber becomes a customer, it’s time to move them to a different list 

where they will receive emails that are designed for customers and not prospects. 

Open Rate/Click Through Rate. Subscribers that open your newsletter or click on a link on a frequent basis are clearly 

more engaged than those who rarely open your emails or click on your newsletter links. 

Product Lines Purchased. If your company has a vast product line, it might be a good idea to address your subscribers 

based on the product line they’ve purchased from and give them information related to that product line. For example, a 

consumer that purchases an iPhone would likely be interested in iPhone accessories as well. 

Average Sale Price. Take a look at the past purchases of each subscriber. Those who have spent less than a certain amount 

should receive different information and be spoken to differently than higher spending customers. 

VIP Customers. Your VIP customers should be remembered, acknowledged and given special attention. Send them 

exclusive offers and information the rest of your database may not receive. 

A successful email marketing campaign is defined only by its conversion rates and as marketers and business owners we 

know you should never be satisfied with the response you initially receive. Below is a list of some key strategies that you 

can follow to maximize your email responses while increasing your conversion rate and overall performance. 

Get Relevant or Get Deleted. Consider your inbox. How many emails do you receive from advertisers that you actually 

read? Probably, not that many, so what makes you think your customers are any different? The truth is we all receive a 

high volume of emails everyday and in order to manage our inboxes we move through our messages quickly, looking only 

for the information we need and want to read and deleting everything else. 

So when it comes to increasing email conversions, relevancy of your message to the reader is key. By setting up customer 

segments (as we discussed earlier) you can ensure that the messages you send are tailored to the demographic and 

interests of your database. Doing this will make your messages more relevant to your readers and increase the likelihood 

of them reading it rather than deleting it along with the rest. 

Allow Your Email Subscribers to Update their Subscriber Profile. As consumers subscribe to your database you should be 

collecting some initial demographic and personal interest details from them. This additional information is what you would 

use to segment your customer database. Overtime however, these details will become outdated (people get older, change 

locations and pick up new interests) so it is necessary that you allow your subscribers update their profile information 

every year. 
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By sending out an email asking your readers to update the information you have for them, you will demonstrate that you 

respect their time by only wanting to send them relevant information. 

Include Product Recommendations and Reviews. If you are properly maintaining your consumer database then you will 

know what products and services they are interested in receiving information on or have purchased from you in the past. 

Use this information to include product recommendations certain groups of customers may be interested in. This 

personalizes the experience for the reader and allows you to get other products (especially overstock items you may need 

to sell quickly) in front of the consumer that they may not have ever seen otherwise. 

Along with the product recommendations you will also want to include customer reviews for the products you are 

recommending. Oftentimes a third-party validation is what is needed to pique a subscriber's curiosity and push them 

towards a purchase or activation of service. These reviews will work to substantiate your product, service, and company 

and coupled with the product recommendations will make a big impact on their decision to buy or not to buy. 

Ease Your Skeptics with a Guarantee Policy. There are still a number of people out there who are skeptical about products 

or services being sold via email marketing. For this reason, it is important to offer the customer the security that they have 

the ability for recourse if they aren't completely satisfied with what they purchased. A worry free money back guarantee 

is always the optimal offering for potential customers. Simply knowing that they can have their money back if they 

experience any problems with their purchase (for any reason) will help ease their skeptic minds and prompt them to 

purchase something they may have been too apprehensive to purchase before. 

Everyone Loves Freebies. Consider rewarding your subscribers from time to time with a free gift to show them you value 

them as a customer. It doesn’t have to be much. Gifts like an interesting eBook, a free software download, or a gift 

certificate for $10 off their next purchase will draw their attention and create the notion that you have their best interests 

in mind. Gifts can be rewards for previous purchases, tokens of esteem on a subscriber's birthday, or awarded for other 

reasons. Whatever the gift or the reason, everyone loves receiving something for free. 

Use Mobile to Boost Your Email Responses. Email helps to boost your response rates to offline campaigns, but did you 

know that mobile marketing via SMS messages (short message system) can do the same for your email campaigns? Since 

SMS messages are more immediate and intimate than email, they are opened more quickly than an email is. If you know 

who on your list is also an avid mobile user and is willing to receive SMS messages from you, consider sending an SMS to 

alert recipients when an important email has been sent to prompt a higher open rate. 

Email marketing at its core is all about relationship management. Your goal is not only to just capture email addresses for 

the purpose of building a list. It is also to take that list, nurture it and turn your contacts into future and reoccurring 

customers for your business. Nurturing by definition means to support, encourage, and develop a relationship or person 

over a period of time. In the case of email marketing you are looking to connect with the contacts in your database, 

regardless of their timing to buy and nurture them to a point of sale. 

Take a moment to think about how valuable your database could be to your company. For the sake of demonstration let’s 

say your database consists of 50,000 contacts (modest assumption) where each contact is worth $20 (low assumption). 
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That would mean that your database represents a $1 million dollar asset to your company! So how do you take advantage 

of this additional revenue potential? 

Unfortunately most companies don’t do anything significant with their consumer database. They simply let any potential 

for sales die as a result of not maintaining a meaningful relationship with their consumers. However, you do not need to 

follow the same path. Here are seven key strategies to effectively nurture your email database: 

Don’t Underestimate the Potential for Revenue. The worst mistake you can make when nurturing your database is to 

underestimate the potential sales of your contacts. Regardless of how close or how far away they are from making a 

purchase, you need to see every contact in your database as potential revenue. Some of your contacts may take a little 

more nurturing than others but at the end of the day the stronger your relationship with your database, the more valuable 

it becomes to your business. 

Create a Library of Database Nurturing Content. In order to effectively nurture your database you need to have content 

to nurture them with. This content can leverage existing materials you have used in other marketing campaigns such as 

events, whitepapers, articles, or even third-party resources. Since effective database nurturing requires you to maintain 

active contact with your subscribers you need to build a library of content that you can pull from regularly. 

Below are some ideas on types of topics you can build your library of content around: 

 Customer testimonials via product rating system, success stories and case studies 

 Multimedia content such as videos and podcasts showcasing your products and services 

 Invitations to events such as: exclusive shopping sprees, tradeshows, live seminars, webinars, 

conferences and speaking engagements 

 Past archived and recorded events with email links 

 FAQs and customer support channels and guidelines 

 Additional methods of following your brand via social media profiles (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, 

LinkedIn and Google+)  

 Product launches, updates or offers 

 Coupons, vouchers or contests 

 News about your brand 

 

The Shorter the Better. People consume content much differently then they use to. As consumers we encounter 

thousands of marketing messages each day so we rarely have the time to print out and read an entire whitepaper, watch 

a 60-minute webinar or read through a full website page. We have become accustomed to digesting information in smaller 

chucks and in shorter periods of time. So when you are creating your database nurturing content make sure you keep it 

short and to the point. Otherwise you run the risk of the reader deleting your email before they get to your call to action. 

Match Your Content to Buyer Profiles and Purchase Stages. With database nurturing, connecting with your contacts is 

vital to keep them from forgetting about you and why they wanted to engage with your brand in the first place. That 

doesn’t mean however that you want to blast sales offers to them on a daily basis. Nurturing is a process of getting these 

people to know, like, and trust you more. 
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The most effective way to do this is to organize your content and distribute what is relevant to them based on their 

interests, demographics, and purchase history (essentially their customer segment). Whatever you send out should be 

somehow related to what they indicated they were interested in receiving from you as part of subscribing to your mailing 

list. Again, this is why segmenting your database is so important. Your readers will find content related to their preferences 

much more valuable than generic content. 

In addition, there are types of content that work best based on where a consumer is in the buying cycle (awareness, 

research, and purchase). For example, thought leadership and best practices work best during the awareness stage; 

comparisons, reviews, and pricing information appeals during the research stage; and information about the company, 

support, etc. will work best at the purchase stage. 

At the end of the day, relevancy is key and the more relevant your content is to your customers, the stronger the 

relationship they will build with you and the more likely they will make a purchase (or repeat purchase). 

Use Your Consumers to Determine What to Send. When someone opts in and becomes part of your mailing list, they do 

it because they feel you are a leading brand in your industry and therefore an expert in the subject that you’re talking 

about. Use this to your advantage. Try sending out a survey that captures the questions they may have regarding the 

products and services you provide and then use this information in your blog posts, videos, and follow-up emails. 

Consumers like to have their questions answered, and if you send the answers right to their inbox without them even 

asking you’ll increase your expert status in their eyes. 

Multimedia Means Multi-Conversions. Including multimedia elements like videos, webinars and podcasts in your emails 

can go a long way where buying resistance is concerned. There is something to be said about actually seeing and hearing 

the brand as you go through the buying process that makes a consumer trust you more and feel more relaxed and 

comfortable when purchasing your product or service. 

Timing is Everything. There is no magical number when it comes to how often you should send emails to effectively 

nurture your database. What we can tell you is that more than once a week is too much and less than once a month is not 

enough. So we recommend something in between. One way to determine what your email frequency should be is to have 

your subscribers determine the pace themselves. When you have them subscribe to your database or update their profile 

in your system ask them how often they want to receive emails from you (between once a week and twice a month). Just 

be sure that if you ask them this and they tell you that you segment them accordingly so you don’t send them emails once 

a week if they asked to received them only twice a month. 

We have talked about how effective email is at building and strengthening a customer’s relationship with your brand. But 

your consumers don’t interact with your brand just via email. They encounter your brand through all the other offline and 

online marketing tactics you are using as well. 

To ensure your consumers have a consistent brand experience with your company it is important that your email 

marketing campaigns aren’t conducted in a silo, apart from the rest of your marketing efforts. People coming to your 

website or other web properties (social media profiles, blog, and landing pages) through search engine marketing (search 
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engine optimization, pay per click) and even offline tactics should always have the option to subscribe to your email list. 

This cross promotion is after all how you go about building a strong email database. 

As Director of Marketing Communications, Cheryl manages the ongoing development of 

marketing strategies, programs and collateral for the WSI Consultant network. In addition, she 

is also responsible for WSI’s corporate communications, social channels and coordinating 

various partner alliances, including BDO. Overall, Cheryl’s focus is on ensuring that WSI builds a 

strong and consistent brand as a top digital marketing company. 

Cheryl joined WSI in 2003 and has become an instrumental member of the WSI Corporate 

team. Prior to becoming the Director of Marketing Communications, Cheryl managed WSI’s 

eStore and the Product Marketing team. 

 


